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Digital Computer Laboratory 
Massachusetts Listitute of Technology 

Cambridge 39? Massachusetts 

SUBJECT: PROGRESS REPORT! SEPTEFffiER -6 THROUGH OCTOBER 3. 1954 

To: Jay w. Forrester 

From: Scientific and Engineering Computation Group 

1.1 Introduction 

During the four "t1eek :~c:r'iod covered by this report p :534 coded 
programs "t\1ere run on the tir,'le el.1ocated to the Scientific and Engineering 
Computation (S&EC) Group rep~esenting work that has been carried on in 
27 problems. 

Section 1.2 contains progress reports as submitted qy the pro
grammers together with an indication of the machine time (and, in some 
cases, of the programming time) expended on each problem. 

Additions to the C::: :::1: vocabulary are described under problem 
100 for facilitating the USE, ci' director tapes Q Requests :for automatic 
curve plotting may now be used vJi th CS II ~ The procedures are described 
in deta i1 by N. Saber in HemoY'&ndu1'"n. DCL~·ll 0 

Initial descriptions are provided below for problem 202 on the 
calculation of a vertical antenna coverage skeleton and for problem 204 
on the exchange integrals betTIJeen real Slater orbitals.. This latter 
problem is being carried out in cooperation with the Department of Physics 
at the University of Chicago. Problem 202, carried out by A.FoBartholomay 
of Lincoln Laboratory, "tvas com.pleted during this report period. 

The next introductory coding course v1ill be offered daily from 
2-4 PH in room 1-150 for the two 1-1eek period October 18-29.. Attendance 
at this course is limited to those who are programming or are about to 
program an approved S&EC problem" 
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1.2 ProgramB and Computer Operation 

100. The Comprehensive SYstem of Service Routines: Arden, 38 hours; 
Best, 14 hours; F'rankovich~ 16 hours; Porter, 1 hour; Siegel, 
49 hours p vJ1-JI 1/ 1235 minutes 

A nevI instructioDp S'IIOP (and iSTOP) p will be added to the CS II 
vocabularyo This instruction is intended to provide a uniform method 
for ending programs and should replace the instructions presently used 
for this purpose (e.g. p siO~ sil p sp26\p' etc). STOP has the following 
functions: 

If BQ Qirector tape is being used the instruction sp(A~l), 
where x is the address of the register containing the STOP instruction, 
is stored in register 2 and the computer stops in register 1 (provided 
the stop on sil switch is on). If a director tape is being used, however. 
computer control goes to the utility control program which reads in the 
next word from the director tape o 

The director tape section of the utility control program has 
been rewritten to operate from group 2 of the buffer drum since space 
for the program is no longer available on group 110 Two new director' 
words have been added namely, 

isa x 

irs 

Start the program by interpreting the instruction 
can'ea ined in register x 0 

Start the )l"'ogram by interpreting the instruction 
at regist21'" J("',l? 1vhe:r"e x is the contents of the 
interpretive subroutine PC. 

The new output blocks fo~,:, automatic curve plotting on the scope 
have been tested and are nOV4 available for routine use o 

120 D. The Aerotherp1opresso~> Porter 1 hour; Gavril p 160 hours; 
l~IJI ~ 384 minutes 

Tile study of the four<:,':~·~orde:r E'c2nge-Kutta method foY' solving 
the diffeY-ential equations or the ae:rothe::c;;10pressor process has been 
completed~ and it has been found ~hat th.2: intolerable error of ten per
cent in the fin~l pressure com!:Ycrced by the Euler method can be reduced 
better than 8 hundredfold by this higher order method in a1::out twice the 

,computational timeo 

In addition to the qU811titative data furnished by this study. 
much has been learned of a gen3Y'al nature which will be helpful in the 
planned revision of the aerothe:!."'n1opressor program as well a s in inter
preting further numerical resultso It is believed that the following two 
facets of the study are of particular significance; 

a) Nature of Accumul.eted Error-- l'lith a fourth order metbod 
such as ':~,:-_e one used» it had beeD expected that all errors would be a 
~':"l'~82.r i'unction of the fourth power of the increment size. However" 
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such v1as not always found to be the case for all of the variables of the 
process. The results of the study indicate that in the case of simultaneous 
differential equations c:: the form 

y' 1 

Y2 = f 2(x p Yl' Yl' Y2, Y3P Y3'ooo) 

etc. 

only those variables which are determined from equations involving as 
derivatives only the derivative of the variable in question, -i.e. ,of the 
form 

~ill exhib~t the ex~ected vatiati?n of e~r~r with. increment size i that 
~s, va~y Ilnearly w~th (~ X) r~ The remalnlng varlables (for example, 
the area of the duct in which the first derivative is a linear combination 
of derivatives of other propeTties of the flow) Bxhibit errors of lower 
order, and in some cases thesE; 8::'8 lin,33.l" in the increment size 6 XCI, 

b) Scale of Error~~~-:':·:.::) traLt5ition from the comparatively crude 
Euler method to the Runge~K:l"(:('c, lrl8thod resulted in such a significant 
reduction of truncation err'Ol'" t~"l'2t seve:-."'al heretofore latent and umim
portant anorr..alies in the compu-tt~'~ions beeame a significant fraction of 
the error 0 For example ~ the s'c:hsti tution of the Het-bulb temperature 
of the stream for that of the liquid (f,::,:::' 81tminating instability of the 
solution)p though tenable from physical considerations in every case, 
was directly reflected in the R1.E1ge-Kutta 'solution by anomalous behavior 
of the error 0 Such difficultiG::; (Jere not observed with the Euler method 
since they "VJere completely S'C-JD,:-'-qed out by truncation error. i~nother by
product of the .study was the de-c3c-cion of several inconsistencies in 
distinguishing between differ6n'cials ana increments of dependent variables. 

The current subroutiLG3 ~'lill be used to continue calculations 
of aerothermopressor performancd ·~'Jhile the neliJ program is beip.g 'trJritteno 
It is planned to make use of the design method described in the biweekly 
report of June 14 t 19.54 in attei",qting to determine the :t-lach Number var";'; 
iation for best performance of ~::,he' aero'chermopressor "Since the liJIirr 
program for this method cannot nOH be used~ the necessary constants of 
the problem will be computed by hand" 

126 Co Data Reduction: 1;TI;JI D 360 minutes 

During this period many tests vJeY'e run on the Basic Data 
Reduction and previous versions~ both with and without the Histake 
Diagnosis Routine, to try to make the Basic version cO:1verge as v1ell as 
the previous (second) version had. Various special techniques were tried 
to no avail o In the process, it Has discovered that a copying error had 
been made in an early correction to the second version (an iad instead of 
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an isu) ttJhich made it earier for the second version to converge. .The 
erroi'- made so little difference in anyone quantity that it was not 
detected in comparisons with hand computation g but it was found when 
tvl0 supposedly equivalent :r-IDR results were compared. It now appears 
that further refinements must be made in one of the tabulated functions, 
the inverse of another tabulated function 0 Newton's method will be used 
to solve for equally spaced values to seven decimal places and a new 
polynomial for use in the Data Reduction Programs will be fitted by the 
Polynomial Fit Program • 

. An initial routine using auxiliary in-out equipment is being 
checked out and? when operative p will be combined with the Data Reduction 
Programs to allow monitoring? intervention? etc. 

A logging routine is planned to record on w2gnetic tape pertinent 
information during the operation of the combined programs •. 

The large letter display routine is working. The large letters 
are roughly four times the size of the figures on scope post-mortems. 

132 c. Subroutines for the l{U!;:.e:t·icall~\T Controlled Milling Machine. 
Runyon 0 10 hours; '~'Id'I:; 15 minutes 

The only activity on t:~;2 prob:: .. (";:i1 this month vJaS the making of 
t1-JO runs for checking milling :Lscllinc·':'2pes 0 Programming for tape pre
paration will be resumed after- N~)\temb8l." 1 ~ 19.540 

Transient Effects in )J~::stillationo OUDonnell p 160 hours; 
lfeJI, 978 minutes 

During· the past period rrLOst of the effort was devoted to batch 
distillation. ...'4. small amount of computel'" time was 'J.sed on the problem 
of transients in continuous distil.lationc 

The work on transients in contirmous distillation 1-Jas preparatory 
to a more intensive attempt to correlate 'the data for a step change in 
reflux ratio ... A limited amount of the data for concentrations versus 
tL~e previously calculated on the machine was used to calculate more 
complicated functions 0 The irJOT'k of cor:cela ting the more complicated 
functions has not proceeded faT' enough yet for ·evaluation. 

The bulk of the ri13Chil:.e til'ne \'J28 used on batch distillation. 
The objective was to determine <::,he over-oIl effect of holdup rin batch 
distillation,· including the effi':;ct,S in ·uoth the equilibration and take
off periods. lA.s normally oper&-~ed:, a bbtch distillation column has 
some holdup. After ch~rging thi:; stillpot vIi th liquid ~ the column is 
normally put into operation at. total reflux (no product take-off) for 
some time. This equilibration period requires a certain amount of vapor 
(disadvsl'".rc;;;;eous) but increases the concentration of the holdup in the 
column so that the first product taken off is more concentrated than it 
would have been otherwise (advantageous)o Also, during the product 
tz.l\:e-offperiod, the product concentration is higher the more vapor 
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consumed during this period per unit of product removed 0 lAc tuallyp 
taking a case with a fixed ratio of holdup to charge~ it is expected 
that for obtaining specified product concentration and amount, there 
I'Jill be some optimum combination of vapor consumption during the equil
ibration and take-off periods p giving a minimum total vapor consumption. 
It is also expected that if the ratio of holdup to charge is'permitted 
to varyp there will be some optimum ratio of holdup to charge as well. 
Physical intuition leads to the 8xpectation that the optimum ratio of 
holdup to charge 'tv-ill be zero~ t;'1at is p no holdupo However p this cannot· 
be achieved in practiceo It is of interest to check whether this physical 
intuition is correcto It is also of interest to get an idea ~Jhat the 
optimum methods of operation are for given ratios of holdup to charge 
and how much the total vapor consumption is affected by holdup. In order 
tp get some specific answers to these questions the following program 
was carried out. 

One mixture with one \/::1.\:£(3 fo::" ::eed composition and relative 
volatility was studied, using (s~ ~_:lgle column vJitb. a stillpot and . ..five 
theoretical plates 0 Four difi'c::\;:,-tG r3t:.os of holdup to charge were 
used" First computations 1'Jer0; ~·;:,:.:::J3 fo:c~ "t',he equilibration at total Teflux 
in batch distillation starting ·.:,,~_·t;.l all -c:.he charge in the stillpot and 
continuing until the calurf'!.!: wo.c: ve::'Y near- equilibriumo 

Next values of conc(,:c:'-::'~";:"':'ions i:.:.:. ·the column ij-Jere taken from the 
preceding results fol'" four di::'::~'8:telit dGg:c"'ees of equilibration for each 
value of holdup-to-charge }:·'2':~/':'u. These lJGre used as· starting points 
for batch-distilla tion~take-off0o[ii.put2ti.ons on the machine 0 Each 
starting point was run Hi -eh t·oo cO~1di tj_o:~;~ fa:;. ... V'c:por consumption per 
unit of product during t.ake-off , .. : v2luG.J Y'efl'jx ratio of three and 
ten). Thus a total of thirty-t;cvv of tl'l8se cases were requiredo 

About fifteen compute: '~icms ""101"8 done for the no-holdup case, 
where only take-off is done~ were for different values of vapor 
consumption per unit of charge ,iistilled. 

All of these CO{(:.put~tiO~l3 'G-Jer-s done on i!JvJlo . Existing programs 
vJere satisfactory f6r all' the c:.:.:::;utations except the equilibration at 
total reflux. In this case ;) pY'cg::-"am o:r'iginally written by Myers had 
to be revised and trouble-sho~c i.;':. order to get satisfactory resul ts 0 

At fC0sent analysis of -::,h:JS8 data to determine answers to the 
questions men'cioned above is t21cin~ place" 

183 Do E..:lpst Rs-sponse of Airm, .... aft o Po:rter~. 2 hours; Shulman p 80 hours; 
1~HI & 306 minutes 

Programs III 2nd IV which were started during the previous four 
week period vJere test run successfully and are ready for production runs. 

I>:,:""'ing this period another program (V) was programmed and test
run successfully. It is essentially program IV simplified by considering 
the quasi-steady damping fo:rces acting on the airplane instead of the 
unsteady ones. Results obtained from programs IV and V were compared 0 
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and since the simplifications of program V resulted in excessively large 
errors, this program was discarded in favor of the slightly lOl1ger, but 
much more accurate program IVa Production runs were carried out with 
program IV and the initial parametric study is now almost completed. 

~ new subroutine was added during this period for the purpose 
of determining the lethal criterion 0 It was test-run successfully and 
will be used for production runs to be done soon after the ini~ial 
parametric study is completed 0 

184 C. .Scattering of Electrons from Hydrogen. Newstein, 80 hours; 
'VJHI, 525 minutes 

During the past period p final runs have been perf,ormed on a 
series of program, including several three dimensional integrals. The 
results check to the required accuracy for special values of 'the para
meters. 

195 c. Intestinal Hotilityo '}J!;Jl v 120 minutes 

Problem 195 involves about 100 sets of human intestinal motility 
data to be autocorrelated and the corresponding results transformed • 
. The programs being use,d are the 2. utocorY"ela tion and Fourier transform 
programs developed by D. T .Ros;~::{~der problem 1070 

During the last mont:_ 5(; set;:; of data 1.Jere autocorrelated using 
a total of a bout 100 minutes" :':' ~l aVel"'2ge of 2 minutes per run. The 
significance of the results C3nn.ot be discussed until more data is 
correlated and the transfo::"::',~s (;C;'YJ.puted., 

To facili\:.a.-ce the processing of results 9 the automatic scope 
display routines are being in2:o:'::"poreted into both of the programs. This 
modification VIill eliminate: the: need fa:" plotting by hand the 101 points 
for each set of datao 

199 Co Il~Hllinar Boundary LayeJ.:._Qf a St.eady p Compressib-' e Flo-tv in the 
E~ntrance Region of a i}>:3Q~o 'i'oong ~ 3 hours; 1$;]1 p 169 minutes 

:".:0 required interval for the solution of the second set of 
differer:.i. equations by means of Gilljs method was determined. 

A solution was obtair,ed for the second set of differential 
eO ... UqtictlS for the adiabatic C::':;~' 

This represents about another-
of an entrance Nach number of 2.8. 
of the entire job to be done by WWI. 

Si:llilar programs are -G:) be Y-un £"01" various entrance Mach 
numbers and thermal condition~ ~2t the tube wallo 

202 C. Calculation of Verttcal ~:\ntenna Coverage Skeleton. Johnson. 
160 hours; ~iIp l7-miITutes 

A program has been developed for obta ining the tV skeleton struct.ure" 
of one such radiation pattern Hhich consists of axes through the center 
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of all lobes and loci of all null points for constants point differences. 
A more detailed explanation of the physical meaning of this problem can 
be found in a repo'rt now being \'Jritten by A.F • Bartholomay of Lincoln 
Laboratory. 

Using the (24,6) systerH 2. -test program for this, problem was 
run off successfully. After making revisions in the basic program, a 
run was made to obtain a pattern of thirty lobe lines for a fixed antenna 
height. This revised program printed out in decimal form the x and y 
coordinates for each point of the lobe lines and for the curve of the 
surface of the earth and, at the same time, using the automatic scope 
display subroutine, gave a scope display of the entire skeleton structure 
on one frame. 

The successful completion of this last run terminates the 
problem. This decision has been reached, since further investigation 
reveals subtleties and complications in the problem;itself$ which w~ke 
any continuation wasteful and unpI'oductive to both programmer's and the 
computer's time. ' 

204 C. Exchange Integrals B8;,~~:~:~::~:..n Re.sl Slater Orbitals v~;JI t 18 minutes 

This problem involv82 ·<.~':~e computation of the electrostatic 
interaction of two charge d8n.sj_-~,i.ss rXi (1), U( 2) by Coulomb's Law. 

where the volum6 integl. .. atiol1s 8::::-0 over all space.. Each charge distrib
ution is the product of t'wo fur~ctions 

parameters '/sriables 

where the pa:r'ameter ranges are J? +1 :::; n. 

m ~ J2, and)' ::: o. The t1']O functions 'tvhose product makes a charge 
distribution are located on a different center of two distinct centers. 
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The x and y axes of the t'V]O centers are parallel p the z axes are anti~ 
parallel and coincide. The distinctness of the two centers introduces 
a final parameter the distance between the two centers, R. 

A transformation of the variables to elliptic coordinates is 
effected and -1- expanded in these coordinates in what is known as 

r 12 
the Neumann expansion. 

The resulting integral can be separated allowing the construction 
of an infinite series of integrals where the quadrature has been reduced 
from a six-fold to a double quadrature, the limit of the first quadrature 
being the argument of the second. 

0( 

I=hi r1 
fl =M J. 

I = K fL J , } 

0\ is a function of the J'S al"ising frC\fit .0(1) and R. <X. is similarly 
defined for ~_(2). 

M 
p~I (x)(x2_1)2 e-ot x ~~(B.x) 

vlhere v~(B ~x) is a polynomi21 in integral powers of x the coefficients 
of which are~~~rmined as functions of all the parameters arising in 
a given charge distribution" 

1',1 
The coefficients arts~'_r:g i:.- the I"ti(B ,x) polynomials are construct-

ed from a set of Spherical Bsss81 functions of imaginary argument and 
i-integer order. T'VJO arguments vJill be necessary for each total inte
gration,and the process is to be carried out only once during the com
putation of a·total integr.::.c1" 
From these Bessel functions further fu:flctions 1-Ji11 be constructed with 
the con2:truction of each Io by :11eans of a simple recursion. At the 

'" outset :l.t "{,Jill be necessary to construct a table of coefficients 0 This 
table i:.:: representative of the rCJ.lt1plication of the t't-JO x functions 
toget.he::·· ~ The major portion O~~· 'tbs CQ;.1.putation is the numerical quad-
rature :nC(;8Ssary to obtain 2;"" ~:= .:_ " '1'h3 integration from 1 to 00 is 
converted to an, integratioD_f:.')IL 1 to O~ to give a finite range to the 
integration. The procedure l:=.J_l be tc evaluate the integrand (including 
the in..'1er integrations) exaci~=-y and approximate the outer integration by 
some ~numerical. quadrature"" py·ocedure. 

T>cJo date the initial COefficient table -_ to be used in construet
ing the vJR(B gX) polynomial has been coded by P ol-lerryman and is now being 
tested .. 
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In vie'll! of the fact that the heaviest portion of the computation
al labor is in the numerical integration, repidly converging "numerical 
quadratures l1 schemes have been investigated o Of these schemes the most 
powerful - Gaussian, has proved adaptable~ mutatus mutandis, and gives 
promise of decreasing the total necessary computation by the order of 
seventy percent of those necessa:r'y vJhen using Simpson I s Rule. This scheme 
has been flow-diagrammed for our specific case, and will shortly be coded 
and tested. 

A subroutine g~v2ng spherical Bessel functions of imaginar,y 
argument and t integer order~ as well as square roots and exponentials, 
in (24 p 6) "has been completed and tested by F.J .Corbat6 and is now ready 
for incorporation into this scbeme. 

The procedure for computing an exchange integral is now sketched 
in sufficient detail. The remaining effort will be almost entirely 
devoted to the tasks of coding ~ testing and assembly. We will report 
later upon the effectivepess of the quadrature procedure - at that time 
describing in detail the mather;latical apparatus. 

As reference for this p:."obleFl see the Journal of Chemical 
Physics, Vol. 19, No o 12~ 1459-1L~77, Dc;;&mber 19510 WA Study of Two
Center Integrals Useful in C2~_culatio!1~' on Holecu1ar structure. II 
The Two-Center Exchange Integ_·.~~=;_s n i~~lc;.us R1.:.:edenberg.' 

207 C. Check for RE:'~.C~ l·1a!:·~\.L:ey? ~5 hour; Porter, 3 .. .5 hours; Larson, 
40 hours; lrThalen~ 40 b.:yurs:; l'lLri~ 161 minutes 

The rna in part of the pl."'ogram i.s n01:.J ready; we are experimenting 
with different interval sizes~ 

106 c. 

123 c. 

141. 

143 D. 

155 D .. 

159 Do 

162 C. 

166 c. 

l'he following prograrns used computer time but did not report~ 

}llT Seismic Project 

Earth Resistivity _rrc2Y"pretation 

S&EC Subroutine Stucy 

Vibrational Frequency Spectrum of a Copper 
Crystal 

Synoptic Climatology 

1rJater Use in a Hydro81ec-cY'ic System 

Determination of Phase Shifts from Experimental 
Cross-Sections 

Construction and Test,:tng of a Delta-Wing Flutter 
Model 

61 minutes 

·426 minutes 

17 minutes 

87 minutes 

370 minutes 

1008 minute's 

3 minutes 

118 minutes 
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173. 

179 C. 

180 B. 

190 D. 

191 B. 

193 c. 

200 C. 

201 C. 

208 c. 

209 A. 

210 1.~. 

211 c. 

213 

Course 6.537 Digital Computer Application 
Practice, Spring 1954 

Transient Temperature of a Box-Type Beam 

Cross correlation of Blast Furnace Input-Output 
Data 

Zeeman and Stark Effect in Posi tronium 

Earthquake Epicenter Location by Geiger's Method 

Eigenvalue Problem for Propagation of E.M.Waves 

A Study of Recurrent Events 

Study of the Ammonia Molecule 

Interceptor Flight Control P:t'oblem 

Numerical Solution of ~~l~j{J.Ogeneous Linear Dif.fer
ential Equations 1\1i t:l (}u.:;.dra:cic Polynomial 
Coefficients 

Residue-Indices and 2:;:':.t'li tive Roots 

Servo Response to a CObins Pulse 

Industrial Process Co~:yc:col Studies 

1.3 Operating Statistiqs 

1.31 Computer Tjme 
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38 minutes 

27 minutes 

16 minutes 

71 minutes 

23 minutes 

45 minutes 

124 minutes 

18 minutes 

21 minutes 

71 minutes 

34 minutes 

20 minutes 

6 minutes 

The follovJing indicates the distribution of "1'N1I time allocated 
to the S&EC Group during the four week period covered by this report. 

:,,'-":;.. 'oIogl~cr~lS 

C::;l'J.version 
:::~2gn8tic Drum Test 
Magnetic Tape Test 
Scope Cslibration 

Tot~:l Time UseC\. 
Total Time 11ss'igned 
Usable Time, Percentage 
Nu~ber of Programs 

lll~ hours t .52, minutes 
. 02 minutes 

1 hour , 45 minutes 
1 hour 54 minutes 

. _~,;hour 04 minutes 
119 hours. 37 minutes 
129 hours, 23 minutes. 
92% 
5JL~ 
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2. CC:0?UTER ENGINEERING 

2.1 1J1:JI System Operatton 

( A.JoRoberts, L.L.Holmes) 

The percent reliability or tbe computer system decreased considerab~ 
during the recent biweekly period 0 The dOHn time ioJas the result of 
diverse troubles 9 Some of the failures are as fol1m-7s: 

(1) Three incidents of undersized fusing of new power wiring; 

(2) One case of improper checkout 9f completed c9.mputer modifications; 

(3) A Freon leak in the n81vly installed piping for the modifications 
to the Room 222 air-conditioning system; 

(4) An intermittently open video cable resulting in the erratic 
clearing of the A-register; 

(5) A loose power connection resulting in improper displays; 

(6) A faulty 5687 tube used as a cathode follower causing the 
undesirable selection of the mec:1anical reader whenever other input
output equipment was being used a 

(7) T11JO core-memory parity .81arms due to a fault with the sensing 
amplifiers. 

As a result of the above t1' :)":1018s, ~:::8veral corrective measures have 
been taken. The engineers and 'cechnicLms have been reminded of the 
standard procedures required ;~' neo:V' in:_;-;~:\;llztions and modifications. 
Technicians who are on duty 't'J:~L:',2ver troubles occur have been requested 
to spend less time by themsel'.}"(:;::; fixing the failure and to seek the 
assistance of a system. enginso:c' 3fter a reasonable tir: .. e of trouble
shooting has elapsedo The COI'(;;-~,~::emoy'y :3enstYls amplifiers ha.ve been 
modified to correct for exceS[j:LY8 grid current present in some stages. 
The strobe pulse foy· core mem0::-Y '[.Jas in8Y'eased in amplitude .. 

I"iagnetic Drums 
(H"LoZiegler) 

II chapter entitled ~~ErasiEg the :-JUI l\:1agnetic Drums" has been written 
and submitted as part of the ~';Eagnetic Drums Technician's Manual". 

The magnetic-drum Mod II test rack is n~w complete and is in full
time use. Efficiency and convenience of chassis testing is considerab~ 
improjed over that of the Mod I test racko 

'rest Programs 
(DoAoMorrison) 

The following l;n"JI Test PJ:'()i~i'c:LiL'3 haVe been modified for use with the 
nevJ sequence of flip-flop s-co:: '.,,:,2;2 T"egisters: 
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T-J432 
T-3218-21 
T-3372 

Consolidated Test Program 
Arithmetic Element Check 
Magnetic Tape Test 

page 12 

Modification of the other camm.only used test tapes was not necessary. 

3. 'ADHINIS'I11ATION AND PERSONNEL 

NeH Staff' 

Bernard Riskin has joined Group 6345 as a part-time staff member. 
He has a B.S. from Temple University in Philadelphia. 

staff Terminations 

Malcolm Demurjian 

4. R5~CENT LIBRARY ACQUISITIO~";::_ 

The following, documents h&/c' ':::2en :cvecently acquired by the Barta 
Building Library., Room l09c 

C-172 

G-173 

C-174· 

C-175 

Title 

Design and Operation O~~', :JJigitc.l ,~2Iculating 
1:1achinery -Progress Eepol~t lj~:;W.~,I~'J.gust~ s 5bt 

Program Library Index 

On the Choice of l1e8h -; 'r' the Integration of 
Ordinary Differenti2=L Equations 

The Improvement of ACCU:'''8CY in Integration 

Source 

Harvard University 

Univ. of Illinois 

Ballistic Research 
Laboratories 

Ballistic Research 
Laboratories 

The following is a list 01 ;:;;,l2. DeL me.mos to date. Copies rn..ay be 
obtained from the Barta Buildinc Library~ Room 109. 

No~ Title 

DCL-l Procedure for Memos Issued by S&EC Group 

DCL-2 Haking Electrons Count 

DCL-3 Ei-vJeekly Report, July 25 ~ 1954 

DC1-4 

:C:::L-5 

:.J3boratory Personnel - 'Project 634.5 
l August, 1954 

Table of Powers of 2 

Author 

C.W.Adams 

C .1J.Adams 

S&EC Group 

K. Ralston 



DGL-18 

No~_ Tit1e 

DCL-6 Progress Report, July 12 - August 8, 1954 

DCL-7 The "FL" Flexowriter Code ~inary Numerical 
Seauence reprint of p.20 of M-1623 

DCL-8 'The n FL" Flexotvri ter Cede JI.l:ghanumerical 
Sequence reprint of p.19 of M-1623 

DCL-9 Biweekly Report, August 2)p 1954 

DCL-I0 Laborator.y Personnel - Project 6345 
September 1, 1954 

DCL-l1 Automatic Scope Output Display Routines 

Source 

S&EC Group 

S&EG Group 

N.J.Saber 

DCL-12 A Program for Transferring Binary Infor- S. Best 
mation Back and Forth between P8per Tape 
and Magnetic Tape 

DeL-I) Progress Report, August 9-Septenber 5,1954 S&EC Group 

DCL-14 Biweekly Report, Sey:»",c,'E:-':Cr::Y' 20 ~ 195L~ 

DCL-IS S&EC Applications ProtJ .. c;', :;:> 

DCL-16 Laboratory Pe:"'sonnel - ,~~:'oject 6345 
October 1 p 1954 

DCL-17 A Program for .Checking ·the Contents of. 
Test Storage 

DCL-18 Progress Report, Septembe:c' 6-0ct,ober ), 
1954 

S&EC Group 

E.." Siegel 

S&EC Group 
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